Methods for liquid- and solid-state CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy of untreated tissue biopsies.
We describe a method for NMR analysis of rapidly cooled or frozen biopsies and report its use on rat liver. Since the metabolic state of the biopsies can be expected to reflect the in vivo state, the method may be used as an alternative to the traditional examination of a perchloric acid extract of the biopsy. Perfusion-cooling of rat liver was applied as an efficient means of preserving the metabolic state. This method ensures very rapid cooling without interruption of the oxygen supply to the liver, and the results show that biopsies taken subsequently maintain energy metabolites near in vivo concentrations for at least 40-60 min. High resolution, natural abundance 13C liquid-state NMR spectroscopy could be carried out within this time frame on the untreated biopsy. In addition, the biopsy was frozen for 13C cross polarization-magic angle spinning solid-state spectroscopic examination, which was carried out at -40, -100, and -150 degrees C. The solid-state spectra allowed analysis of the relative glycogen content of the intact liver tissue, which showed good correlation with chemically measured glycogen on the same samples. Furthermore it was observed that the C1-carbon of glycogen in all liver samples splits into two resonances (5.4 ppm apart) in the solid state but not in the liquid state. This suggests that two conformational states of glycogen are populated, with rapid equilibration in the liquid state but no equilibration in the frozen state.